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The Instant #1 New York Times and USA Today BestsellerDetective Lindsay Boxer investigates the

most explosive case of her career.Lindsay Boxer is learning to love again. After the picture-perfect

world she shared with her husband, Joe, and their beautiful young daughter shattered under the

weight of Joe's double life, Lindsay is determined to put the pieces back together. But before she

can welcome Joe back with open arms, their beloved hometown of San Francisco faces a threat

unlike any the city--or the country--has ever seen. When the danger hits even closer to home,

Lindsay and Joe find a common cause and spring into action, with quick results. But what at first

seems like an open-and-shut case quickly turns into anything but, when the suspect threatens

everything that Lindsay has worked a lifetime to build. As Lindsay's investigation is scrutinized and

undermined by a criminal as brilliant as any high-powered defense lawyer, and her motives are

called into question by everyone she thought had her back, not even the truth may be enough to

save her. In a desperate fight for her career--and her life--Lindsay must connect the dots of a deadly

conspiracy before a fiendish enemy puts her on trial-and walks free with blood on his hands.Filled

with the trademark suspense and emotion that have made James Patterson the world's #1

bestselling writer, 16th Seduction is the Women's Murder Club's toughest case yet--and an

exhilarating thrill ride from start to finish.
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"Behind all the noise and the numbers, we shouldn't forget that no one gets this big without amazing



natural storytelling talent--which is what James Patterson has, in spades."Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Lee

Child"Patterson's books might as well come with movie tickets as a bonus feature."Ã¢â‚¬â€¢New

York Times

James Patterson received the Literarian Award for Outstanding Service to the American Literary

Community at the 2015 National Book Awards. Patterson holds the Guinness World Record for the

most #1 New York Times bestsellers. His books have sold more than 325 million copies worldwide.

I was a huge fan of James Patterson's Women's Murder Club books. Until this one. His main

character, Lindsay Boxer, steps way out of character. The plot is boring, and the supporting

characters turn to mere stick figures. I doubt that I'll read No. 17. Beware of the twists because

they're not well done.

The tale is actually two separate unrelated crimes that are both intriguing indeed; however, each

one could have been a single book. I'm not sure this story really qualifies as a Women's Murder

Club mystery. The girls do have one work session, but most of the labor is done by Homicide

Detective Lindsay Boxer.While the other Murder Club Members are working on their own agendas,

Lindsay finds herself working on two cases. First is the bombing of a large prestigious Science

Museum which leaves her husband Joe's life hanging by a thread, Lindsay's in limbo and

twenty-five lives lost. There is no guessing as to who is responsible. This story focuses on the

frustrating path to conviction which is filled with numerous obstacles. All evidence seems to be

hidden beyond the reach of the police, but the murderer confessed to the crime to Lindsay and her

husband Joe. Later the killer denies doing so and accuses Lindsay of lying.The second story

centers around another demented evil impostor and his solo adventures away from his home in a

mental institution. There are people dying all over town, and it certainly appears that it is the work of

one killer. Lindsay and her fellow detectives are working over-time to apprehend the psycho, but will

they find him before another innocent life is lost?The villains are extremely bright, self-serving, vile

individuals. Both are actually role playing, and having a prickling, bang-up good time doing so. They

are well-developed characters that a reader can find despicable from the beginning. The ending

was a good one, but not a surprise.

I waited for this book for so long! I hate that I love it so much that I read it fast and then waiting on

the next one to come out! Next book please include Cindy and rich more!



As always James holds your interest. He kept you going with different story's, wondering if they

would be caught. And if the girls would solve the mystery

As always, the Women's Murder Club by Mr. Patterson kept my interest and I had to keep reading. I

love these women and their interactions with each other. The two mysteries involved in this novel

were unique - one seemed feasible in our world today while the other was a little abstract.

Regardless I enjoy this series of books!

Well done as usual could not put this down keeps you hanging until the end and has you craving for

more. All your favorite characters with twists and turns some you know are coming some not at all. I

am addicted to this series of books.

Timely terrorist novel with Boxer in charge; side story by Claire was also intriguing; all the familiar

characters were back & in good form

It was great being back with the Lindsey, Yuki, Claire and Cindi helping to solve the crime in the city.

We follow them while they solve two separate cases. There are a lot of twists and turns but in the

end all was well. I did feel the book ended rather abruptly. It could have been stretched out a

chapter of two. All in all it was a good read.
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